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A woman falls in love with a man who may or may not be her brother in this searing novel by de Loo (The
Twins), which traces the effects of WWII on a fractured Hungarian Jewish family. Like de Loo's previous
work, this gripping, pared-down narrative hinges on a stunning coincidence. When the novel opens, narrator
Kata Roszavolgyi, in her 40s, has just buried her father and is now ""lying in bed with his son."" Kata recalls
growing up in Holland in the 1950s with a Dutch mother and Hungarian Jewish father, the latter a renowned
composer. As a teenager she falls in love with another student named Stefan; as they grow closer, Kata
learns that Stefan's mother, Ida Flinck, hid Kata's father from the Nazis during WWII. From there, the
revelations pile up: Kata's father and Ida had become lovers while he hid in her house. To better protect him,
Ida also began an affair with a Nazi officer. After the war, Kata's father abruptly left Ida. Soon afterward, Ida
gave birth to Stefan. Is Stefan the son of the Nazi officer or the Hungarian Jew? As the novel moves toward a
climactic encounter between Kata's father and Stefan, de Loo explores the legacy of the war-loss, guilt,
families set adrift-for the generation of Europeans born in its wake. She handles the plot without melodrama,
and her simple, deliberate prose and thoughtful compassion make this a virtuoso performance."" --Publishers
Weekly.
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From reader reviews:

Colby Tapia:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the book entitled A Bed In Heaven. Try to stumble through book A Bed In Heaven as
your good friend. It means that it can to be your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of course
make you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you far more
confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , we should make new experience in addition
to knowledge with this book.

Jason Harden:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or details even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era and that is always change and move forward. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to
you is you don't know which one you should start with. This A Bed In Heaven is our recommendation to
cause you to keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Nancy Kidder:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading practice give you
lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular information inside the book
in which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of book you read, if
you want get more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want really feel happy
read one along with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual A Bed In Heaven is kind
of e-book which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Jolene Rivera:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It
is named of book A Bed In Heaven. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed
book, it could add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware
about guide. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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